EL2000 WHEELED LITTER CARRIER

The EL2000 can be transported
by one or two people. It becomes
a stable aid station with the pull of
a handle and is quickly mobile by
means of a quick release foot tab.
Backboards and Litters are now also
available, please contact us for more
information.

The EL2000 Patient Transport Device
Now entering its second year of availability, and featuring several improved features,
including flat-free wheels! This product has been rigorously tested and was named the
product of choice by the US Military. Over 1000 units have entered the field over the last
12 months! The EL2000 is ideal anywhere rugged terrain is encountered, especially in
places an ambulance can not reach. It has been designed to fit back boards and
stretchers of all shapes and sizes. Our patented clamp system allows for one handed
tightening and releasing.

ADVANTAGES:
-Sets up for use, and folds up for transport; both
in 30 seconds.
- Highly durable Italian steel frame, powder
coated and corrosion resistant.
-Custom made wheels and accessories
designed, built, packaged in the USA.
-Can also be used to transport large/heavy
items. (500 lb weight limit)
-Used for mobile patient transport and as a
stable medic station.
-Legs lock in place and can be released easily
by the responder.
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AREAS of USE:
-Fire Trucks / Ambulances
-Airports
-Street festivals/riot scenarios
-Concert venues(indoor/outdoor)
-Disaster Tents/Mobile Hospitals
-Beaches
-Forest Service/Park areas
-Ski Resorts
-Subways/mass transit areas
-Stadiums/Arenas
-Many others

USED BY:
-US SPECIAL FORCES
-US MARINES
-US AIR FORCE
-US ARMY
-US NAVY.
-US FOREST SERVICE
RECENTLY PUT IN USE BY:
-LAS VEGAS FIRE DEPARTMENT
-MANCHESTER AIRPORT
-EURO FOOTBALL LEAGUE

SPECIFICATIONS:
MAX LOAD CAPACITY: 500 LBS.
WEIGHT: 43 LBS.
FRAME: POWDER COATED STEEL
TIRES: MAG OFF-ROAD NEVER FLATS
DIMENSIONS:
Folded 20 x 24 x 33 in.
Open 62 x 24 x 33 in.
AVERAGE SETUP/BREAKDOWN TIME: 30 SECONDS
FARETEC PART NUMBER: 2221029
2221030 (Military Version; NATO WLC JPOC)
NSN: 6530-01-591-9636
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